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DJs” playing at Burning Man

by Adrian Roberts

Man Burn. Not only is it
extremely tacky, it’s also the
kind of violation of Burning
Man’s sacred 10 Principles
that makes the organizers ban
the art car you’re playing on.

There’s a reason they
were nicknamed
Douchetronauts

H

• Don’t be a fucking DJ cliché
and tell people to “make some
noise.” You are here to pro-

Erik Voake

ey, we get it. Just like us,
you are super stoked to
be here, at one of the
greatest parties on Earth. And
lucky you – unlike us – you
probably got flown here on a
private plane, picked up at the
Black Rock City airport in a
pimped-out art car, and taken
to a private RV already set
up for you by whatever largescale sound camp is hosting
you this year.
And yeah, we get that you’re a
big-name DJ, and that you’re probably
“taking a loss” by being here, since you
might be missing out on high-paying
gigs in Vegas or Ibiza or wherever. No
one really gets paid to play at Burning
Man. We know that. Everyone –
including the large-scale sound camps
hosting you – understands that actually paying a DJ to be here would be
an egregious violation of the “Gifting”
ethos set forth in the 10 Principles.
So we know you’re doing this “for the
love,” and we appreciate that.
But sure – unless you’re White
Ocean’s Paul Oakenfold – we also know
you didn’t really drop any coin to be
here, either. That was all taken care of
for you by other people – you know,
probably rich billionaire tech
people with money to burn
– who simply wanted the
bragging rights to say that they were
the ones responsible for booking you at
Burning Man.
But hey! Your presence here – and
the music you spin – is “a gift” to Black
Rock City, right? At least that’s what
you and the sycophants who brought
you out here keep saying. So rock those
decks, have the time of your life, make
people dance their faces off, but …. just
don’t be a douchebag about it, okay?

Don’t be a douchebag.
Or more simply, don’t be Diplo

One of the best ways you can
prevent this illusion from shattering
is: Don’t be a douchebag. And one of
the simplest ways to not come off like
a douchebag is this: Don’t get on the

microphone.

In short, and more specifically,
don’t be like Diplo.
Last year, big-name DJ and infamous cultural-appropriater Diplo
violated so many tenants of basic 10
Principles decency, it’s hard to believe
it was actually his second Burn. You’d
think he’d have been schooled by his
veteran burner hosts on “what’s cool”
and “not cool” behavior at Burning
Man. But apparently, everyone around
him was so enamored of his
“big-name DJ” status, that
no one had the heart to tell
him to shut the fuck up on
the microphone. So he did it again the
following year, interrupting the music
every couple minutes to say stupid shit.
Such behavior is somewhat forgivable
when you’re a clueless first-year newbie. But it’s completely reprehensible

MUSIC

Your music is not “a gift”

Look, just between us … we both
know that your music isn’t really a
“gift.” Your appearance here is nothing
more than a shameless publicity stunt,
done under the guise of “gifting your
music to the community.” But honestly, we all know it’s really to “increase
your brand awareness and social currency to a highly-valued, very targeted,
core demographic.”
Basically, you being here is upping
your cred. And while we might not
say that out loud on the playa when
we’re getting down to your sets, there
is an implied behavioral code that you
should abide by in order to maintain
this mutually-agreed-upon illusion
that you are simply doing this “for the
love,” and not because you’re trying to
“up your game” by getting to say you
“played Burning Man.”

when it’s your second year.

I’m sure you’re wondering what
exactly we’re talking about. In general,
we’re trying to say, “keep it classy.”
But if you don’t know what that
means, let’s get more specific. We’ve
assembled a handy list of DJ “Don’ts,”
all based on things your fellow DJ colleague Diplo said on the mic last year
at various gigs around the playa.

DJ “Don’ts” for the playa
• Don’t announce who you are. You just

sound like a shameless self-promoting
asshole. If you’re actually any good,
trust us, word of mouth will get around
about who you are.

• Don’t plug your upcoming album
and say you are “gifting it right now”
to the community. That’s the sort of

thing that helps get the camp or art
car who booked you banned from
Burning Man, like what happened
to Dancetronauts this year, when one
of their DJs kept plugging their new
album on the microphone at last year’s

vide entertainment for us, not
the other way around. We’re
not mindless puppets you can
control by simply commanding us to do your bidding.
(Okay, maybe after the drugs kick in,
we actually are – but please, no need to
point it out in our inebriated states.)

• Don’t say stupid shit like, “California,
put your hands up,” because A.) You’re
not in California, idiot, and B.) Don’t
tell people what to do. See above.

• Don’t stop the music to tell everyone to
grab something out of their pocket, or an
article of clothing, and then all together,
throw it as far as they can. Yes, Diplo
actually said something like this last
year, encouraging people to MOOP all
over the playa. Who cares if he played
“Turn Down For What” at Robot
Heart as a joke? This was a thousand
times more deplorable.

• Don’t stop the music to tell all the bros
to get off the stage, but that “the ladies
can stay.” We don’t care if you’re a

sexist pig – everyone is welcome at
Burning Man, and treating your gig
like it’s “Ladies Night” at a Vegas club
make you look like … you have no idea
where you actually are DJing.

• In other words, don’t act like you’re at
a Vegas nightclub – or even like you’re
at EDC – because guess what? You’re

not. Despite the encroaching douchiness of Black Rock City’s denizens, and
the increase in broners, we are still not
THAT kind of party yet. YET.

Keep it classy!

In short, just don’t say anything

stupid!

But if you DO have to get on the
mic, might we suggest something?
Give gratitude. Give respect. You
know how lucky you are to be here,
DJing at one of the best festivals on
the planet – and we’re happy you’re
here too. Saying “thanks” produces
good vibes, and that gratitude will
come back to you in spades. Because
as long as you don’t act like an entitled
douchebag who is “gifting” their music
to the community, we will love you.
Keep it classy, big-name DJ – or
even if you’re just an unsung DJ still
trying to build your name – and we’ll
be dancing our asses off to your sets
out on the playa! BRC

Sex appeal = BRC currency
by Zoe Platek

pants. Radical Inclusion has
become a joke. If you don’t

W

hat if I told you
participate in this whoring,
that there was
there’s not as much to para time when
ticipate in.
Burning Man was a cure
The images of Burning
for self-image disorders,
Man that make it out to
a tonic for self-worth
the Default World are
issues, a salve for the rava reflection of this caste
ages of advertising and
system – and the untouchits assignations of value?
ables are rarely portrayed.
A time when people who
Oh, look, another pro phoYeah, this is pretty much what we’re talking about here.
had never shown their
tographer with a gallery of
naked bodies got to have
naked, skinny, young, tan,
al/beauty politics that exists in America?
the experience of true acceptance and
perky people. This imagery attracts
My theory is that when money
appreciation? When the concept of
this same sort of participant, one who
isn’t traded, something else is. Money
“Sparkle Pony” did not exist? When
has deeply combined beauty and worth
is neutral. It can be made in lots of
shirtcocking was an innocent expresinto their personal value system. Black
different ways. Money is a great and
sion of not giving a rat’s ass what one
Rock City culture has become a beacon
flexible equalizer. But in Black Rock
looked like – instead of the #1 item on
for people who can’t find self-worth
City, with the lack of money,
the fashion police wanted list?
outside the way they look.
the dominant currency becomes
Yeah, yeah, I know …
It’s up to us to change this dynamic
beauty and sex appeal – but
another crusty veteran saying
in our burner culture. Step back for
crossed out with the words “GIFT
“It didn’t used to be like this.” Who
a moment and undo the ways your
ECONOMY” painted over it all.
cares? But back in 1998, when you
eyes have been trained to look for
It’s about value and worth. Upon
walked down the streets of Black Rock
beauty. Look around you. There’s
leaving the Default World, our selfCity, it didn’t look like someone had
probably someone in your field that
worth becomes erased by the change
hired an ad agency, or called central
hasn’t bought into Burning Man’s
in context. Once we pass the Gate, we
casting, and ordered hundreds of the
new beauty standard. They could be
begin to clamor and scratch to recreate working, building, greeting, cooking,
same “burner” uniform and called it a
it. We can’t abide being worthless –
costume.
celebrating, dancing – but they’re probwe’re here to prove our worth to ourBut today, the standard of beauty
ably not winding their way around one
selves and to others. Some participate.
in Black Rock City has become the
of BRC’s infectiously spreading stripper
Some work. But many just try to look
SAME standard of beauty lauded
poles. Try walking up to them and tellpretty or bag the prettiest.
by mainstream culture. When I first
ing them how beautiful you find them.
This is a glaringly non-transcenattended Burning Man almost 20
Ask them if you can take their picture.
dant piece of Burning Man culture. In
years ago, I found it a respite from the
Be a part of changing the image of
Black Rock City, beauty equals class
sexualization and commodification of
Black Rock City to fit your own perstatus. “Must be this hot to ride this
the body in the Default World. Now,
sonal image of an ideal culture, and
ride!” Many of the BRC population
I find that Black Rock City magnifies,
broadcasting that image to everyone
have consistent trouble finding rides
regresses, and frames this issue. So
you meet. Be that beautiful, worthy,
on art cars or drinks at bars, particiwhy are we recreating on the playa the
delicious, valuable person yourself no
pating in activities with limited partici- matter what you look like. BRC
worst, most commercial version of sexu-

SEX 

Mobility Camp maven gets props
by Katy “Bookfairy” Tahja

L

et’s say you trip over a tent stake
some darkwad has not flagged,
illuminated, or covered during
your first night at Burning Man. Your
friends haul you over to the Rampart
medical station, where the medic wrap
your ankle and tell you to stay off it.
Have fun! Great, a week of fun and
jollies WAS awaiting you, but now you
can’t walk. What are you going to do?
Have your friends get you to

Mobility Camp’s
Dani “Rat Lady”
Moore

Mobility Camp.

Located directly behind Center
Camp on the inner ring around 6:30
Mobility Camp provides wheelchairs,
crutches, canes and walkers for free
– at least until the scrounged-up
collection is gone. They
have an art car that hauls
a trailer with seats, so you
can join the expeditions four times a
day onto the playa to see what’s going
on. Camped there are a crew of folks
with disabilities, on wheelchairs and

crutches, who have been coming to
Burning Man for years. They want the
world to know that Black Rock City
IS handicapped accessible.
They’ll show you how.
Want to know how to
make your camp or art car accessible
to a disabled person? Want to donate
crutches, canes, or wheelchairs to
camp? The woman in charge is Dani

PROFILE 

by What The What,
ShutterSlut, Entyme, Nick S,
Tipsy Pixies, Mysterious D

S

ure, some people come to Burning
Man to practice yoga, go to workshops, find spiritual enlightenment, and worship at the altar of the
10 Principles. But then there are the

other 69,000 of us who are here to have
a great time and push some
boundaries. What you need to

to share, and it’s great to balance out
when the other drugs are knocking
you down. Can be crap during the day
though. Or after doing it for seven
days straight.

may suddenly deconstruct once the
effects wear off. Write your name and
camp address in Sharpie on your hand
if you have good stuff. It might come
in handy when you get lost.

DMT

Marijuana

The spirit molecule. You will end
up talking to elves and seeing the
whole universe condensed into a single
point, while weird things
dance around you. Small
doses are probably best out
here – you’re already on
another planet. Too much may be …
too much.

DRUGS

do is push those boundaries
without being too stupid, which, face
facts, can be tricky when you’re drunk
and on a pile of pills by noon.
The following completely unscientific list is to help guide you in
your chemical choices, and has been
compiled with the help of some playa
experts. As always, please remember

not to share your party fun with anyone
you don’t know – the undercover cops

have been here longer than you, they
dress better than you, their art car is
cooler than you can ever hope for, and,
most importantly, they don’t ever have
to tell you that they’re police officers
(why do stupid fucks keep believing
that?)

Adderall

A socially acceptable way to do
amphetamines. Do not share with people who already talk too much. This is
a good choice for building your camp
fast and accurately.

Alcohol

The only legal drug on the playa,
this is the socially acceptable way to
make questionable choices. Don’t be
stupid with this – you’ll get dehydrated
quicker than fuck just drinking booze.
Pour some water down your throat
between drinks, even at night.

Amphetamines (Meth)

This is perfect for the playa, but
we’re on federal land. Feds don’t like
pot, and it’s illegal, regardless of state
laws. If cops smell it near your camp,
it gives them the right to search your
entire camp for drugs. Don’t be stupid
– don’t smoke it. Anywhere. Edibles
and vape pens are the best methods on
the playa.

Ecstasy / Molly /
Moon Rocks

Mushrooms

Ecstasy is the cocktail, molly is the shot,
moon rocks are a shot
of the top shelf stuff: X
is always mixed with
something, molly will
be more pure, moon
rocks are pharmaceutical grade MDMA. Don’t
take any of these if you don’t
want to love everybody, as
they all may result in
large cuddle puddles
or delusions you’re a
good dancer.

Think of shrooms as
short-term acid. You get
a nice trippy high, but
you’re not on it for 14
hours. This is great to
watch the big Burn on
Saturday night. Tastes
like shit. Stay near the
porta-potties for the first
hour. It can have some …
side effects.

2C – B/C/E/I

“Rat Lady” Moore. And if you want to

know why she’s called “Rat Lady,”
she’ll be happy to tell you about her
therapeutic rats (I kid you not.)
In recognition of her work and
contributions to Black Rock City, Dani
will be crowned “Rock Star For A Day”
by Rock Star Librarian Kate Houston,
who – along with other folks in the
Burning Man administration – felt she
deserved special recognition for going
out of her way to make the Burning
Man experience special for everyone.
On Thursday afternoon, the art car
known as Charlie the Unicorn will pick
her up at Mobility Camp, where she
will be crowned, proclamations made,
and she will be paraded around BRC
with loyal fans in attendance.
This may be the start of a new
Burning Man tradition and its first
honoree is a truly worthy woman. Stop
by Mobility Camp anytime and find
out what they can do to make the playa
accessible for any handicapped person
with adventure in their heart. BRC

white people went bananas with their
pants off, high on psychedelic drugs – the

COVER STORY

absolute LAST thing
Burning Man needed was to be perceived as another goddamn “rave.”
This put the organizers of the
event into the position of having to
come up with an increasingly elaborate
cover story to convince the Bureau
of Land Management, along with a
whole host of suddenly interested law
enforcement agencies, that what was
going on out here on the playa was, in
fact, NOT a felony drug crime in progress happening on an industrial scale,
but rather ART and an “experiment in
temporary community.” Which is a
much easier sell, to say the least.

Your author, Buck A.E. Down,
ready to rock your loud-as-fuck art
car –as long as it’s in the new DMZ

total institutional allergy to music as an
art form out here.

was easily one of the stupidest pieces
of legislation ever pushed through
Congress in the “War On Drugs.”
Look it up sometime. This bill, among
other things, magically transformed
things like air conditioned rooms,
pacifiers, bottled water, and glowsticks
into drug paraphernalia on par with a
crack pipe – merely by placing them
within listening distance of electronic
music.
The scariest thing about it was how
it effectively transformed any area
where kids were “raving” into the same
legal category as a crack house. And by
extension, the owners of said property

darktard pride being proud of
not wearing lights and LED blinky shit
at night. Reserved almost exclusively for
members of Death Guild Thunderdome
de-laminated getting kicked out
of the Black Rock Rangers

furry friend the big furry coat you

were now essentially held tantamount
as drug dealers. It eventually passed
(without any actual debate, mind you)
the full House and Senate in a different, only slightly watered-down form,
as the Illicit Drug Anti-Proliferation Act
of 2003 – snuck in as a rider to the bill
that created the AMBER alert system.
Because, Congress.
Obviously, the organizers of
Burning Man (rightfully) didn’t want
any of this shit, and with the profile
of the event going up, and already a
growing reputation as a place where

R.A.V.E Act (Reducing American’s
Vulnerability To Ecstasy Act) in 2002. It

themselves at night. Alternate: darktard

Whip-Its (Nitrous Oxide)

Ketamine

Let’s bitch about BM

While literally millions of dollars
have been doled out in art grants over
the years, not a dime has ever gone to
an installation whose principal component was music. There’s a reason for
this – but it’s probably not what you
think.
See, when this event went from
being a few thousand people to TENS
of thousands of people in the late
’90s and early 2000s, weird things
were happening in America. Instead
of sneaking into bars to watch their
friend’s band play rock ‘n’ roll, a new
generation of suburban white kids
were now piling into warehouses to
get fucked up on shitty ecstasy while
their friends “spun” electronic dance
music. It was a cultural shift. This lead
to enough of these kids overdosing on
poorly-manufactured drugs to get the
attention of local politicians (under the
pressure from suburban white parents)
to “do something” about it.
So all kinds of stupid shit started
happening on the local and federal
level, culminating in the proposed

darkwad anyone who doesn’t light

FOMOOP acronym for “Fear Of Missing

If you do heroin, you’re not reading this because you’re sitting at home
alone right now staring at a wall.

Can be used to build your entire
camp with your mind. Warning: camp

There were two fundamental forces
that banished music out to the outer
edges of the city. The first of which
is that not everyone wants 130 kick
drums pounded into their skull every
minute, so making a space where that
could still happen in a consensual
manner – but still within the city –
made lots of sense. It still does in fact.
The second thing touches on
something that has been the subject of
much rumor, kvetching, and speculation, even to this very moment, which
is the event organizers’ complete and

brohawk the short, thin mohawk
hair style that otherwise normal-looking
men get for the week in order to look
“alternative” during Burning Man. Gets
shaved off immediately upon re-entering
the Default World.

Viagra

tion

LSD (Acid)

Don’t mind us, officer.
We’re just making art

Burning Man. Usually seen waiting for
something exciting to happen so he can
scream something that demonstrates
how much he enjoys partying

fortress camp a turnkey camp
defined by its perimeter wall of RVs

stra

White, fluffy, and delicious. It’s
only anti-social if you’re too greedy

Some people swore off Burning Man
for good here and never came back.
Some of those people are still online
bitching about an event they stopped
going to damn near 20 years ago.

broner obnoxious partying male at

Sex

Illu

Cocaine

This is where bitching about Burning
Man really became a professional sport.

bareback building building art
installations and camp infrastructure
while wearing no protection like work
gloves, safety goggles, etc.

Heroin

Tastes like

robot semen. Weird,

It’s like being in wobble land,
inside the music. Like INSIDE the
music! This is THAT drug. Tons of fun
for dancing at Robot Heart at sunrise –
but don’t mix this drug with alcohol.
THAT will ruin your day!

and at that point – 1996 – there were
no roads, no DMV, and nothing to
stop anyone from just piling into a car
and blasting blindly through the darkness to go to where the music was. This
led to a vehicle smashing through an
occupied tent on the open playa, critically injuring all three occupants. Add
that to the bloody fatality that occurred
earlier in the week, when some idiot
decided to “play chicken” with a van
while drunkenly riding
his motorcycle at night,
and needless to say, a lot
of things changed after that.
Now there were Rules. A map was
made, roads were made. The city shape
as you know it starts here. Now everyone’s all piled together. The blasting
music got closer to everyone again.

Bad Idea Olympics slang for
failed art projects and events at BM

: Zy
sleepy, and amazing
me
when mixed with sex ...
hours of intense fun. Just remember to
clean the playa dust off before the sex.
Do not mix with alcohol.

GHB

Can be useful if you find yourself
needing to peel a large bowl of grapes,
or if you want to discover the joy of
being really really paranoid. Hint:
yes, people are staring at you, because
you’re twitching like you’re getting
electrocuted.

continued from cover

LINGO

There are a pile
of drugs in the
“2C” family,
and they all
pretty much
kick ass. 2C-B
is like taking acid but
retaining full control of
your body and senses, 2C-C
is more intense, 2C-E will melt
your brain then give it back to you, and
2C-I is basically a little slice of heaven.
It’s great on drugs. Do it.

Necessary if you plan on doing
more than one of the above drugs. If
you’re doing cocaine, meth, or molly,
you’ll need it without a second drug.
These make you look like a drooling idiot, and the cartridges are
MOOP. Pick them up, and get your
ass out of your RV and experience the
Burn. Besides, do you really need a
headache that bad in the heat? BRC

Just say “thank you.”
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Playa Drug Guide returns!

the time.
Now I’ve made a fuck-ton of noise
out in this desert for a long-ass time.
In fact, if you’re under 35 or so, I
was out here rocking literally tens of
thousands of asses a day while your
shit was still in high school. Between
(shameless plug alert) the Mutaytor,
the Dub Pscience Laboratory, and now
The Gentlemen Callers of Los Angeles,
I’ve probably played more music at
high volumes out here than 99% of
you fuckers – SO I GET IT. But…
If you’re going to make a mobile
large-scale sound installation, fine. GO
FOR IT. Shit, ask me! I might even
come out and play on that thing – but
TAKE THAT SHIT OUT TO DEEP
PLAYA, JACKASS.
You may be surprised to hear this,
but not everyone is stoked to hear
every special, life-transforming note
your superstar DJ from wherever
could cram on an iPod playlist, just so
he could hang out on the back pumping his fist, while one of you runs a
douchebag door policy on the front
trying to up the ratio of sparkle ponies
on your art car. Especially when the

sum total of your car’s “art” revolves
mostly around having a stripper pole.

When the loud music was exclusively congregated on the city’s edges,
exposure to it was at least consensual.
If you didn’t want to hear loud-ass
psy-trance, all you had to do was stay
the fuck off of the 2:00 & 10:00 streets.
That’s called a social contract. And
it works. But once you go making a
massive system mobile, now you are
violating that social contract. Because
now it’s no longer a choice. You can
be hanging out somewhere, having
one of those amazing getting-to-knowyou-on-a-deep-human-level conversations with some impossibly beautiful
new friend – and all of a sudden, the
world’s largest mobile sound system
comes barreling in, playing the world’s
shittiest song – spraying you both with

the musical equivalent of bukkake.

In fact, most of the crazy woo-woo
bullshit you believe about the purpose
and overarching deliberate “culture” of
Burning Man (culminating in the “10
Principles”) probably traces itself back
to this phenomenon. My guess is that
Burning Man founder Larry Harvey will
probably deny this to his grave – but
the fact remains – most of the pseudoreligiosity and cultural dogma of this
event almost certainly has its roots in
being part of a rational excuse for the
existence of what to this day remains
to be one of the world’s largest seven-

day collective sex and drug benders this
side of Spring Break.

Apparently, this kind of mass
hysteria has to happen someplace
terrible and barren of culture, like
Ft. Lauderdale ... or the Black Rock
Desert. In either event, almost everybody is gonna be ’faced and you’re
gonna see some titties. We just decided

to call it “Art.” That, and millions of
dollars in land usage fees, will buy your
freedom to run around naked and high
as balls on Federal land in northern
Nevada, albeit at mini-bar prices.

How can you vote with your feet
when the beast is chasing you?

Which brings us to today.
Apparently not content to just be
banished to the seedy 2:00 & 10:00
edges of Black Rock City, the local
purveyors of EDM have decided to rise
up, and place massive half-million dollar sound systems on mutant vehicles
and take their party to everyone, all

One person’s auditory shamanic
communion dispensed from the
anointed high priests from the altar of
the DJ booth is another person’s ear
rape. Plain and simple.
The good news for everyone is that
this is still a big-ass desert. Try spreading out and minding your own fucking
business for a few days. You’ll have
more fun.

You’re definitely doing it wrong

And as far as all this bitching goes
– how ’bout let’s fucking tone it down,
goddamnit. This ain’t a real city, or a
real religion, and all of you will probably go back to having a really good
time if you stopped worrying so much
about who’s ruining Burning Man.
Don’t like turnkey camps? Stay off
K Street. Don’t like loud noise? Stay off
2:00 & 10:00. Don’t want people bitching about your stupid art car? Take it
out to the DMZ (Dance Music Zone) in
Deep Playa. There’s more than enough
room for all of us to do annoying
shit out here without bothering other
people with it. Why do you think
we all dragged our asses out into the
middle of nowhere in the first place?
So we could behave like ABSOLUTE
MANIACS without bothering decent
people.

You ALL are ruining Burning Man –
but it’s to be ruined though. Why do

you think we burn this whole city to
the ground every year?
Sooner or later, they’re going to
chase us all out of this desert for good
and you’re going to look back and wish
you spent more time fucking shit up,
and less time sitting in a camp chair
– or even worse, at your desk at work –
bitching about Burning Man. BRC

doing it dumbass style

attempting to complete a task with
inadequate tools, inefficient methods, or
being inebriated

FAFFF fucking around for fucking forever. What you and/or your campmates
do whenever trying to leave camp

firstdayitus over-extending one-

self, either with substance use or overactivity, on one’s first day on the playa

Out On Playa.” The anxiety that an exciting or interesting event may currently be
happening somewhere else on the playa.
Or simply fear of skipping a Burn

end up carrying around on a warm night

Gayborhood area around the 7:30
Plaza, home to many gay theme camps

ground score garden the dance
floor of big rave camps in the morning,
littered with drugs, costume pieces, etc.
half-beer bandit the person who
comes into your camp, drinks half a
beer, and then leaves the half-empty can
behind as MOOP
hoi plyoi the poor common burner
that one does not wish to interact with
“It’s only Monday!” expression

of wonderment, exclaimed in reaction
to seeing how much of Black Rock City is
built by Monday. Gets funnier and more
absurd when continued to be said even
later in the week

laminate loser officially credentialed BMorg burner who uses their
position to lord over you and complicate
your experience
lanyard lover any burner with
more than three things hanging from
their necks. Often describes Rangers,
DPW, and other people closely associated with the BMorg
MAFAP Matter Available For Another
Purpose. MOOP found that can re-used or
re-purposed, instead of thrown away
moopzilla the outsider who comes

into your camp, hangs out, and then
leaves a trail of MOOP all over the place

one-trick sparkle pony hot

burner girl who has one (or at least very
few) actual talents or skills

Onesie Monday the new Tutu

Tuesday

playadipity the kind of luck one

often finds on the playa, taking the form
of finding happy and beneficial things
that seem to happen in accidental or
coincidental ways

pulling a “DancetroNOT” blasting loud music from your art car while
driving around the city streets, and then
getting banned from Burning Man

radical self-entitlement the
11th Principle for turnkey campers

Robot Heart-on the feeling one
gets when talking about Robot Heart

sparkle donkey someone who

wants to be a sparkle pony – the hot,
fun person in a camp who can get away
with doing no work – but is unfortunately neither attractive nor entertaining

swag hag someone who collects

playa swag in the form of stickers, jewelry, gifts, etc.

Sunday watermelon a gift that

is really just a thinly-disguised attempt
to pawn off some garbage, i.e., when
someone tries to “gift” you a warm
watermelon, past its prime, on Sunday.

theme camp identity
branding having the proper signage

to identify one’s theme camp

ticket FAFFFer someone who fucks
around for fucking forever, waiting to
secure a ticket to Burning Man

vet virgin a stealth newbie who
appears like a Burning Man veteran,
despite it being only their first year

wanna-burner someone who goes
to Decompression and regional Burns,
but can’t ever seem to get their shit
together to make it to Black Rock City

WhatWhereWhen Guide

a handy list of things that might happen
that makes you miss things that actually
are happening

wire weeds placement flags on the
playa that denote camp placement
Lingo compiled by: Admiralllll,
Adrian Roberts, Eric Shutterslut, Tapout,
Miles Mayhem, DJ Tyme, Willow, Ya-Ya

